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8 December 2022 

Open Government Partnership Team 
Te Kawa Mataaho Public Service Commission 
PO Box 329 
Wellington 6140 
Email: ogpnz@publicservice.govt.nz   

Blind Low Vision NZ feedback on New Zealand's Fourth Open 
Government Partnership National Action Plan. 

 

Fourth Open Government Partnership National Action Plan. 

About Blind Low Vision NZ 

Blind Low Vision NZ is the operating name of the Royal New Zealand Foundation of the 
Blind, an incorporated charitable society under the Incorporated Societies Act 1908. We 
are motivated as a ‘for purpose’ organisation. Our community includes those individuals 
who are blind, deafblind, have low vision or may have a print disability. Blind Low Vision 
NZ’s mission is to empower New Zealanders who are blind, deafblind or have low vision 

180,000 Kiwis are blind, deafblind or have low vision and we are forecasting these 
numbers will increase to 225,000 by 2028. 

Our services include providing vision loss rehabilitation, equipment and training to 
continue reading and communicating, and services that facilitate mobility, socialisation, 
recreation, education and employment. 

Blind Low Vision NZ Feedback 

Blind Low Vision NZ fully supports Commitment 3. To establish an integrated, multi-
channel approach to public service delivery and support which meet the diverse needs of 
all the people of Aotearoa and ensures access for all to public services and support. 

When establishing the integrated multi-channel approach to public service delivery, Blind 
80,000 New 

Zealanders with print disabilities. 

Public service delivery must follow the guidelines set out by the trans-Tasman Round 
Table on Information Access for People with Print Disabilities. The Round Table 
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guidelines were developed for the production of accessible formats, including audio, 
braille, large print, e-text and tactile graphics. These guidelines should be used by 
anyone producing alternate formats to ensure quality and usability for people with a print 
disability. For further information contact Blind Low Vision NZ, 0800 24 33 33. 

Previous Open Government Action Plans have contained commitments that have not 

either hopelessly under-resourced commitment imp

they resent). 

allocated to lead the commitment on multiple channels for service delivery. To ensure 

allocated to the project by DIA through a budget bid for Budget 2023. 

Dianne Rogers 
General Manager, Policy and Advocacy 
Blind Low Vision NZ 
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Open Government Partnership Team
Te Kawa Mataaho Public Service Commission
PO Box 329
Wellington 6140
[by email: ogpnz@publicservice.govt.nz]

12 December 2022

Re: Comments to Government Partnership National Action Plan 4 - 2023-
2024

Dear Open Government Partnership Team

Amazon Web Services (AWS) New Zealand Limited would like to congratulate the Public Service 
Commission on producing its Open Government Partnership (OGP) National Action Plan 4. We look 
forward to having the opportunity to engage with the agencies who will lead each of the commitments 
over 2023-2024, and with the Public Services Commission in its role as overall coordinator of the action 
plan. 

In light of the anticipated positive impact of these programmes and the importance to the general 
public of New Zealand we recommend that implementation of each of the 8 commitments be
implemented in the same spirit of consultation and engagement as the OGP action plan process. We 
would appreciate invitation to comment on these 8 commitments once further opportunities for 
consultation become available.

We recommend that each lead agency should proactively seek public and industry collaboration on 
the implementation of their respective commitments, including through outreach to relevant industry 
bodies and industry leaders, to leverage the broader knowledge and resources available in New 
Zealand to support action plan implementation. For example, AWS would very much like to offer a 
cloud technology perspective and use cases/experiences on at least the following commitments, 
although not limited to these commitments only:

Commitment 3 - Establish an integrated, multi-channel approach to public services and
support (DIA):  In addition to exploring additional multi-channel options, we believe it is also
important for the technology industry to continue to evolve digital user interfaces that use
human centred design practices to support access for all community members to improve
inclusion significantly, as well as investment in skills development.  In addition to improving
digital channels, we believe there are significant opportunities to use technology to enhance
other channels too.
Commitment 4 - Design and implement a National Counter Fraud and Corruption Strategy
(Serious Fraud Office): We believe technology plays a critical role in assisting in fraud
detection and should be leveraged across sectors in both the private and public sector. Any
national strategy that considers fraud analysis should consider how this involves observing,
tracking, inspecting, and analysing behaviours across multiple channels (customers,
employees, vendors) to identify the right and wrong trends and understand where
intervention should be applied. Understanding where vulnerabilities exist and closing them
through at-scale analysis reduces the risk of fraud.
Commitment 8 - Improve transparency and accountability of algorithm use across
government (Statistics NZ). This is an important piece of work and would be happy to share
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some updates on what AWS and our affiliates are doing. The AWS AI research community 
has been focusing on rendering AI decisions more transparent by providing explanations of 
an AIs decision. Bias can be introduced or exacerbated in deployed machine learning (ML)
models when the training data differs from the data that the model sees during deployment 
(that is, the live data). Using technology to detect bias and test ML models becomes 
important therefore in improving transparency and accountability of these systems. 
Responsible use of these technologies is key to fostering continued innovation. AWS is 
committed to developing fair and accurate AI and ML services and providing customers with 
the tools and guidance needed to build AI and ML applications responsibly. See more online 
here.

Since 2013, AWS has been working closely with New Zealand businesses of all sizes and the public 
sector on improving their productivity, innovation and other digital transformation objectives. We 
welcome the opportunity to be a supportive resource in helping to implement New Zealand s OGP 
action plan.  

As noted above, we further recommend that the OGP implementing agencies proactively seek support 
from relevant industry forums such as Digital Identity New Zealand, AI Forum, NZ Tech so as to
leverage wider perspectives from industry on these important topics. We believe this would continue
the open and consultative approach taken by the government in setting the national action plan.

We would be very pleased to meet with the OGP review team and the agency implementing teams, 
either in person or virtually, as you progress your work and we would be pleased to provide further 
written comments at the appropriate times. Please feel free to contact me at 
or by phone on 

Yours sincerely,

Paul Keating
Head of Public Policy
Amazon Web Services New Zealand
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Citizens Advice Bureau New Zealand 
Ng  Pou Whakawhirinaki o Aotearoa
Level 4, 93 Boulcott Street, PO Box 24249, Wellington 6142
Phone: 04 471 2735, Email: ceo@cab.org.nz

12 December 2022

Open Government Partnership Team
Te Kawa Mataaho Public Service Commission
PO Box 329
Wellington 6140
ogpnz@publicservice.govt.nz

Kia ora koutou

Feedback on Draft National Action Plan under the Open Government 
Partnership

On behalf of our entire organisation, we want to convey how delighted we are to 
see the inclusion in the draft Fourth National Action Plan (NAP4) of Commitment 3: 
Establish an integrated, multi-channel approach to public services and support. As 
the Minister for Public Services, Hon Chris Hipkins, and Te Kawa Mataaho are 
aware, the CAB has been advocating in earnest for this approach to public service 
design and delivery for the past three years. The NAP4 reflects this by stating that 
the need for multi-

-one behind Campaign to 
address digita

We are pleased that the Open Government Partnership (OGP) process has 
provided a mechanism to progress this important aspect of open government. 
Ensuring people can access public services and support in a range of ways 
online, face-to-face, and over the phone is essential for social inclusion, civic 
participation, and trust in government.

We are confident that an integrated, multi-channel service delivery environment will
their entitlements and their ability to fulfil obligations in 

respect of government. By creating integration both between agencies and 
across channels this will support all people to get the help they need in the ways 
they need it. ignificantly impacted 
by digital exclusion and have expressed the value of interacting kanohi ki te
kanohi. It will prevent the individual and societal costs that result when people face 
barriers to getting the information and services they need, and will enhance social 
inclusion and individual and community wellbeing. It will also build resilience into
public systems and services and protect against the risks of relying too heavily on
digital services.
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Citizens Advice Bureau New Zealand 
Ng  Pou Whakawhirinaki o Aotearoa
Level 4, 93 Boulcott Street, PO Box 24249, Wellington 6142
Phone: 04 471 2735, Email: ceo@cab.org.nz

There have been various acknowledgements in government policy documents of 
the need for other channels to sit alongside digital services. However, to date, 
there has been no coordinated across-government initiative to make sure this 
happens. We are hopeful that this programme of work, undertaken in collaboration 
with civil society organisations, will result in transformative changes to public 
services in order to meet the diverse needs of all people in Aotearoa.

We note that the Department of Internal Affairs (DIA) has been named as the lead 
agency for Commitment 3. We look forward to working closely with DIA to progress 
this work programme. Given DIA has been leading the digital transformation 
process for government, we ask that the Minister provides DIA with clear direction 
about the requirement to broaden their scope. Our experience so far has been that 
DIA has struggled to accommodate a multi-channel approach alongside its
deliberate emphasis on digital transformation, digital public services, and digital 
inclusion as a solution to meeting the needs of those who are not online. 
Championing an integrated, multi-channel design approach will require a mind 
shift
System Lead.

It is essential that DIA is supported through an adequate budget allocation to carry 
out this work and implement identified solutions. This includes being able to 
resource civil society partners and others as part of the research, co-design, 
piloting and implementation phases. We understand from other civil society 
organisations that a lack of resourcing has been one of the fundamental failings of 
previous national action plans under the OGP. Without the necessary resources to 
implement the Commitments, government agencies are unlikely to engage as 
genuine partners.

Thank you for the opportunity to participate in the OGP process so far and we look 
forward to continuing this mahi.

Ng mihi nui

Sacha Green
National Advisor Legal & Strategic
Kaitohutohu -Motu Te Ture me Ng Rautaki
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FW RESPONSE NEEDED BY 3PM FW Query re open government action plan - responses due by 3pm 

today.msg

COMMENTS ON THE FOURTH OPEN GOVERNMENT PARTNERSHIP NATIONAL ACTION PLAN 2023-24

DATE 9/12/2022

1. Introduction

1.1 This submission is made on behalf of the Grey Power New Zealand Federation Inc.

1.2 The contact is 
      Jan Pentecost
      
      

1.3 The Grey Power New Zealand Federation (Inc) is a non-sectarian and non-party political, advocacy 
organisation that aims to advance, promote and protect the welfare and well-being of older people. 

1.4 The Grey Power New Zealand Federation (Inc) is made up of some 73 individual Associations with an 
overall membership of approximately 50,000.

1.5 An Open Government Partnership (OGP) National Action Plan (NAP) is a group of commitments to be 
delivered during the plan implementation period. The journey to develop this fourth New Zealand Plan 
began in 2019 and included public consultation. Its commitments are about a genuine, inclusive 
partnership between civil society and the public service. The aim is to strengthen democracy, build 
trust, and improve wellbeing. 

NB: The Open Government Partnership (OGP) is an international agreement by governments to create 
greater transparency, increase civic participation and use new technologies to make their governments 
more open, effective, and accountable. New Zealand joined the OGP in 2013, with the Te Kawa Mataaho 
| Public Service Commission taking the leadership role for the Government.  
(https://www.publicservice.govt.nz/news/have-your-say-draft-fourth-national-action-plan-
consultation/) 

1.6 The Grey Power NZ Federation wishes to comment on commitments 1, 2 and 3 of the Fourth Open 
Government Partnership National Action Plan 2023-24 (draft).

2. Comments: 

2.1 National action plan commitment 1 is to adopt a community engagement tool by the Public Service 
of the Policy Community Engagement Tool (PCET) to lift the quality of community engagement. 

Grey Power specifically believes that policy decisions, resulting from an inclusive and collaborative 
process, to achieve more credibility is worthwhile. And that requiring Public Service agencies to use the 
Policy Community Engagement Tool will improve how they design such engagement from the outset. 

2.2 National action plan commitment 2: is to research and trial deliberative processes for community
participation.  

Grey Power considers that strengthening the range of available options for public participation is 
essential and we note that public authorities from all levels of government overseas increasingly use 
citizens’ assemblies, juries, panels, and other representative deliberative processes to tackle complex 
policy problems (ranging from climate change to infrastructure investment decisions). 
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Grey Power agrees with the comment in the draft Fourth National Action Plan 2023/2024, p.13 that there 
is currently little use of deliberative processes in New Zealand. Consequently, there is an opportunity to 
improve community participation over a range of topics by government agencies and communities 
trialling and experimenting with deliberative processes.  

Grey Power strongly recommends that a toolset and process that promotes true public engagement 
instead of the current method of requesting comments post policy development be implemented 
regarding commitments 1 and 2. 

2.3 National action plan commitment 3 – To establish an integrated, multi-channel approach to 
public services and support. 
Grey Power has supported the Citizens Advice Bureau New Zealand petition to ensure that no-one is 
left behind because they cannot or do not wish to engage online and we agree that it is essential that 
accessibility and inclusion standards for public services that include offline channels in the present and 
the future need to be provided.  

We also support the Better Later Life – trategy which promotes the 
intent of this commitment that people who do not use technology can still access the services they 
need; that different ways of accessing government services that meet the needs of all older people are 
required.  

Thus, the provision of integrated, multiple channels for public service delivery which will include options 
to meet the diverse needs of all the people of Aotearoa to ensure access for all to public services and 
support is extremely important to Grey Power – older people are a cohort that are particularly 
disadvantaged; many are digitally excluded and are unable to access public services. In fact, research 
discloses that people over 75 years of age are much less likely to use digital devices than their younger 
cohorts. In the 65-74 age group the percentage of non-users is 10 percent, in the 75-84 age group it is 
25 percent and for those over 85 years of age the rate is 50 percent. (World Internet Project New 
Zealand Internet in New Zealand in 2017 
- https://workresearch.aut.ac.nz/data/assets/pdf_file/0009/174915/WIP-2017.pdf

Therefore, the implementation of this commitment will address the barriers people face when 
government services are delivered online. 

As Lips et al found in 2020, they face barriers such as lack of access to computers and the internet, 
limited digital literacy, general literacy difficulties, various disabilities, lack of motivation to be online 
and privacy and security concerns. This prevents them from accessing public services which are a vital 
function in their everyday lives and many of this group are frightened and stressed; they are incredibly 
anxious, because they have no idea how they will manage their affairs independently in the future. 

Grey Power is, of course, aware that although its cohort of interest is vulnerable older people this is not 
only an older persons’ issue it is a public service issue that goes to the heart of effective, efficient public 
service delivery. “This requires [government to] maintain multiple coherent service delivery channels, 
such as digital, in-person and telephone as a key aspect of resilience.” Consequently, this commitment 
must be taken up as a whole-of-government issue, through a system leader approach and / or with Te 
Kawa Mataaho as the lead agency. The existing fragmented, ad hoc system must be changed 
(https://trustdemocracy.nz/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/OGP-CSO-letter-to-Minister-Hipkins-07-
10-22.pdf)

NB: References throughout these comments have been utilised from the Fourth Open Government 
Partnership National Action Plan 2023-24 (draft). 

3. Summary:

The Grey Power NZ Federation Inc. is pleased to have the opportunity to comment on this Fourth Open 
Government Partnership National Action Plan 2023-24 (draft) and we request that adequate, targeted 
funding, a specific allocation of resources and integration across public service agencies is provided to 
implement the commitments so that this plan does not just end up as a wish list. 
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This is important because several civil societies have commented that government national action plans 
are weak and that successive action plans have been treated by agencies as a set of commitments that 
just need to be ticked off rather than as tools to transform how government works with the public and 
civil society. Ministerial leadership will be needed to change this behaviour. (Letter to Minister Hipkins 
from the NZ Council for Civil Liberties, Internet NZ, Transparency International, Citizens Advice Bureau, 
Member Environment and Conservation Organisations of NZ, Trust Democracy and Network Waitangi 

tautahi. 
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Overall
To strengthen open government impact, the commitments can proactively identify civil
society leads, and the roles of civil society and the public in commitment milestones.
To ensure that considerations related to Te Tiriti o Waitangi are fully embedded in
implementation of each commitment, it would help to directly incorporate these
considerations into the content of commitment milestones.
For further IRM advice on commitments carried forward from the previous cycle, please
see the IRM Transitional Results Report and Design Report for New Zealand’s third
action plan.

Commitment 1 
This commitment could concretize its intended scope - What will constitute a “significant
initiative”?
To embed agencies’ use of the community engagement tool, TKM could link
implementation of the tool to its assessments of agency Chief Executives meeting their
duty under s. 12 of the Public Service Act 2020.
Beyond reporting requirements, it would be valuable to incorporate milestones that, with
civil society, measure agencies’ uptake of the tool, and evaluate whether this form of
public engagement has made implementation of policies smoother.
Spain made a related commitment in the 2020 action plan that you may find useful for
inspiration and learning.

Commitment 2 
As a useful resource, the OECD has outlined ways to institutionalise deliberative
democracy, including giving citizens a right to demand a deliberative process, requiring
deliberation before certain kinds of policy decisions, sequencing deliberative processes
throughout the policy cycle, or connecting deliberation to parliamentary committees.
Exploring and testing the application of deliberative processes within New Zealand’s
context is an important and valuable exercise. There is a large amount of international
evidence and case studies that could be drawn on to support this commitment. The
OECD’s Deliberative Wave report is one such resource to particularly consider. If
helpful, the OGP Support Unit can point you to additional resources and connect you
with peers in other countries for support and guidance. A peer learning exercise could be
considered as an additional activity within the commitment, which we would be happy to
support.

Commitment 3 
The commitment mentions identifying best practices from other service models. The
OGP policy page also provides other examples (Actions for Transparent and
Accountable Digital Governance) on digital transformation from other members that
sought to enhance public services.
It may be useful to consider specific targeted outreach to groups less likely to use the
platform in order to ensure that their voices are also heard. We know from research into
who uses similar digital platforms in other countries that people who are wealthier, better

Source: OGP International Support Unit
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educated, middle aged and male are often over-represented, while poorer and 
marginalized groups are under-represented. In addition to planning for outreach to Maori 
peoples to understand potential digital exclusion barriers, you may want to detail 
potential barriers for other stakeholders (eg women, youth, elderly, rural, etc) and state 
that you plan dedicated consultation with these communities or organizational 
representatives to understand their public service priorities, barriers to entry, and other 
unanticipated issues. 

Commitment 4 
Can this commitment offer greater specificity on what is intended to be included in the
National Counter Fraud and Corruption Strategy?
What will civil society’s role be in developing and implementing this strategy?
It would be valuable to incorporate milestones that, with civil society, measure uptake of
the strategy and evaluate its impact and lessons learned.
As a useful resource, the commitment can incorporate the recommendations of the
National Integrity System Assessment conducted by TINZ.

Commitment 5 
It may be useful to see further details with regards to the content of the legislation that
will be proposed to the Parliament (for instance, clarify whether a central register of BO
information will be created, the format intended for the disclosure of BO information,
whether public availability will be guaranteed, etc.)
This commitment could align the intended beneficial ownership database with Open
Ownership’s Beneficial Ownership Data Standard.
To allow the public to use the intended beneficial ownership database to fully contribute
to accountability efforts, this commitment can plan for consultation with experts and civil
society to ensure that the public has sufficient free access to beneficial ownership
information.
This commitment could add milestones to encourage utilization of the beneficial
ownership database information.

Commitment 6 
Will this commitment release new government procurement information?
This commitment could plan to update the Government Procurement Rules to support
release of all awarded government contracts as open data and adoption of OCDS, as
well as giving MBIE power to enforce compliance.
As GETS contract notice releases represent a small portion of the total annual
government expenditure, this commitment will be most impactful if it addresses all
government procurement data, including actual contracts. This could span contracts
awarded via tendering on the GETS platform, as well as those awarded via panels of
pre-approved suppliers and those directly awarded without public tendering.
It may be helpful to consider including an accountability aspect which CSO partners can
help with. For instance, also explore activities that include CSO partners which can
come in the form of identifying priority datasets for visualization, pilot sectors to look into,
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or developing a feedback mechanism that can support policy reforms. 
The government can also take a look at the OGP’s Open Contracting and Public
Procurement policy page that provides recommendations to strengthen procurement
systems. Also worth noting that the Support Unit is in the process of establishing a CoP
on Open Contracting for Asia Pacific in collaboration with OCP, and we can invite them
to join once operational.

Commitment 7 
Consider civil society requests to carry out the review independently, not by the Ministry
of Justice.
The planned review could include proactive publication policy and secrecy clauses.
It would be valuable to plan for strong civil society and public engagement in the review
process, and in the commitment’s efforts to strengthen access to government
information.
This commitment could concretize plans to strengthen processes and guidance to better
reflect the presumption of disclosure of government information and the application of
the public interest test under the OIA.

Commitment 8 
To further improve the Charter’s implementation, this commitment could offer greater
clarity about cross-government leadership, oversight, monitoring, and appropriate data
management.
This commitment could take measures to ensure that the Chief Data Steward has
enforcement power across government, that the Charter is being applied consistently
across agencies, that agencies publish a catalogue of the algorithms they are using, and
that the Charter’s implementation support document provided to the Minister in 2020 is
published.
We look forward to creating opportunities to share learnings from this process with peer
countries and tackle key implementation questions including as part of New Zealand’s
engagement in the Open Algorithms Network.
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ENVIRONMENT AND CONSERVATION ORGANISATIONS OF 
NZ INC
Level 2, 126 Vivian St, Wellington, New Zealand
PO Box 11-057, Wellington
Email: eco@eco.org.nz   Website: www.eco.org.nz  
Phone/Fax 64-4-385-7545

Open government Partnership National Action Plan 4

Submission by the Environment and Conservation 
Organisations of NZ /Aotearoa Inc (ECO)

1. Introduction to ECO

ECO is a national organisation of organisations who hold a shared concern for 
the environment, for conservation and sustainability. We aim to give a voice to 
the environment while also respecting and honouring te Tiriti o Waitangi.

Our Details:
Details: NGO
Organisation:  
Name: The Environment and Conservation Organisations of Aotearoa/NZ Inc

Email: eco@eco.org.nz  (and copy in Cath Wallace as well please)
Tel 04 385 7545

Not for publication 
Person Contact: 
Cath Wallace, Vice-Chair ECO and the Climate Change working group ETS lead;

ECO’s long-standing interest in Open Government.
ECO has long followed the issue of open government and the choice and design of 
policies and policy instruments.  We were instrumental in the genesis of the 
Official Information Act, have watched the evolution, opening and closing of 
official information in NZ and elsewhere the and promise and problems 
associated with the design, lack of funding and commitment to open government 
and successive OGP National Action Plans.  We have been part of the core group 
of Civil Society Organisations who worked with officials and we are signatories 
to the letter expressing our disappointment at the lack of ambition in the 
proposed NAP4, including the rejection of doing even a National Interest 
Assessment of NZ acceding to the Aarhaus Convention.
We will not rehearse again the detail of our disappointments or our critique of 
the limitations of what has been promulgated by officials and Cabinet as NAP4, 
instead we turn here to the further opportunities reinforce open government. 
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We are grateful to Andrew Ecclestone for the work he has done in coordination 
of the Civil Society Organisation Core Group.  He has drawn our attention to the 
opportunity presented under s3.4 of the OGP  National Handbook to provide for 
the addition of “Challenge Commitments” to the Commitments included in the 
NAP, in NAP4 in this case.  We suggest two such Challenge Commitments below: 

1 We know that the preparation and passage of the Resource Management 
Act replacement Bills and the policies and measures relating to climate, waste, 
fresh water and pollution, have stretched the capacity of the Ministry for the 
Environment  this year, so we do understand why MfE may have baulked at 
further work.   We ask that the issue of a co-created National Interest Analysis of 
NZ acceding to the Aarhus Convention be revisited.  The Convention is titled the 
UN’s Convention on Access to Information, Public Participation in Decision-
making and Access to Justice in Environmental Matters, and it has a South 
American counterpart, the Escazu Agreement. 

2 Addressing problems with the Official Information Act’s implementation: 
a) Having worked enormously hard for decades to get the Official
Information Act in place and properly functioning, we are very concerned that
there is a high degree of obstructionism from some government agencies in the
implementation of the OIA, and we would like to see these issues addressed.

b) The resistance to the OIA has escalated to some agencies and some
ministers  actually presenting laws to Parliament that exempt these from the
operation of the OIA:  this is deeply corrosive of open government and we wish
to see a programme to reconsider and reverse such exemptions.

c) Further, we ask that a commitment to include in this second Challenge
Commitment also a review and reversal of policies to limit or shut down the right
of experts and contributors to government stakeholder panels, advisory groups
and peer review teams who have to pledge secrecy in order to engage in
discussions.  This means vital information and proposals are suppressed instead
of being open for discussion.

These three practices are eroding open government and thus depriving Aotearoa 
of the very benefits of participatory open government that provide for high 
quality decisions, policies and laws and that underpin democratic legitimacy. 

Thank you for your attention to these matters – we hope to work with you in the 
spirit of co-creation. 

Nga mihi nui, 

Cath Wallace, Vice Chair of ECO 
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Dear Open Government Partnership Team 

I appreciate the 
Government Partnership (OGP) National Action Plan. 

General Comments 

As the Chief Ombudsman, I am an Officer of Parliament independent of executive government. 
The remit of the Ombudsmen has expanded over time, and now includes:  

 Investigating alleged or suspected maladministration on receipt of a complaint or of the 
. 

 Reviewing decisions by central and local government agencies on requests for information 
under the Official Information Act 1982 (OIA) and the Local Government Official Information 
and Meetings Act 1987 (LGOIMA). 

 An enhanced oversight role over Oranga Tamariki  legislated for but not yet in force 
which will include new functions, duties and powers under the Oversight of Oranga Tamariki 
System Act 2022. The Act will extend the application of the OA (and thus the OIA) to care 
and custody providers as defined by that Act. 

 
United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (Disability Convention). 

The OIA and LGOIMA hold special significance with respect to commitments under 
the Open Government Partnership. These Acts have their origins in the General and 
Supplementary Reports of the Committee for Official Information also known as the Danks 
Committee which were issued in the early 1980s.1 In its General report, the Danks Committee 
recognised that even in 1981, it was: 

p the people 
informed of its activities and make clear the reasons for its decisions. The release and 
dissemination of information is recognised to be an inherent and essential part of its 
functions.  

                                                      
1  Danks Committee, Towards Open Government - General and Supplementary reports available here: 

https://www.ombudsman.parliament.nz/resources/towards-open-government-danks-report  

 

12 December 2022 

Open Government Partnership Team 
Te Kawa Mataaho Public Service Commission 
 
By email: ogpnz@publicservice.govt.nz  
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sted groups are now 
tending to work is that official information should be made available to the public, 
unless there are good reasons to withhold it in the interests of the community at large. 

ecrets Act should be 
replaced by a new set of arrangements. The Government should, in our view, reaffirm 
its responsibility to keep the public informed of its activities and to make official 
information available unless there is good reason to withhold it. Grounds for 
withholding information from the public should be set out clearly, along with the basic 
principle. 

The Danks Committee recommended the enactment of what ultimately became the OIA, 
including a starting presumption that official information must be made available on request 
unless good reason exists for withholding it.2 This was followed 5 years later by the LGOIMA, with 
the same starting presumption.3 

The Danks Committee recognised that its proposed freedom of information regime would both 
prompt and require a substantial cultural change within executive government. It helped pave the 
way for this cultural change by recommending that legislation expressly contain the purpose: 

To increase progressively the availability of official information to the people of New 
Zealand in order to enable their more effective participation in the making and 
administration of laws and policies, and thereby to enhance respect for the law and to 
promote the good government of New Zealand (emphasis added). 

In doing so, the OIA tacitly endorsed and provided a framework for further progressive 
developments to open executive government .  

, including recent 
innovations such as the proactive release of Cabinet material. Notably, it was the repeated 
release of Cabinet material under the OIA without adverse consequences occurring sometimes 
at the recommendation of the Ombudsmen but, increasingly frequently, simply on request that 
helped provide assurance to, and encouraged, executive government that proactive release 
should be explored. 

Strengthening Commitments through reference to the Disability Convention 

I am pleased to see that the Plan and a number of its Commitments recognise the needs for 
government information to be accessible and useable by all members of New Zealand society, 
and for engagement and consultation to be meaningful and effective. Notably: 

Commitment 1 notes that meaningful engagement requires those who are affected by
decisions to have a say in policy design, development and decision making. Meaningful
engagement with diverse people and communities, from an inclusive and collaborative

2  Section 5 of the OIA. 
3  Section 5 of the LGOIMA. 
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perspective, will help make better decisions and increase public trust and confidence in 
government. 

Commitment 2 notes the need to undertake research to learn more about how alternative
deliberative processes, including representative deliberative processes, can be adapted to
work in the New Zealand context.

Commitment 3 recognises the need for executive government to provide integrated,
multiple channels for Public Service delivery, including options which meet diverse needs of
all the people of New Zealand and ensure access for all to public services and support.

I commend these initiatives, as they look likely to strengthen the ability of disabled people, 
including t , to engage with and participate in democracy in New Zealand. 

I also consider, however, that the Plan and the relevant Commitments could be further 

Convention. Of particular relevance, the preamble of the Disability Convention recognises: 

that disability results from the interaction between persons with impairments and
attitudinal and environmental barriers that hinders their full and effective participation in
society on an equal basis with others (Preamble, point 5); and

the importance for persons with disabilities of their individual autonomy and independence,
including the freedom to make their own choices (Preamble, point 14).

As New Zealand is a signatory to the Disability Convention, its public sector agencies are required 
to have in place mechanisms that allow disabled people to use services independently, and to 
provide a variety of reasonable accommodations to disabled people and their supporters. 

 is defined in Article 2 of the Disability Convention as:  

ification and adjustments not imposing a 
disproportionate or undue burden, where needed in a particular case, to ensure to 
persons with disabilities the enjoyment or exercise on an equal basis with others of all 
human rights and fundamental freedoms. 

Also relevant is Article 9, which relates to accessibility and requires governments to take 
appropriate measures to ensure that disabled people are able to live independently and 
participate fully in all aspects of life. This includes access, on an equal basis with others, to 
information, communication and other services. These measures include the identification and 
elimination of obstacles and barriers to accessibility, including through:  

promoting other appropriate forms of assistance and support to disabled people to ensure
their access to information (Art 9(2)(f)); and

promoting access for disabled people to new information and communications technologies
and systems, including the Internet (Art 2(9)(g)).

Almost a quarter of New Zealanders report having a disability. In a practical sense, New Zealand 
must and will, in giving effect to Commitments under the OGP, also give effect to its obligations 
under the Disability Convention. This being the case, it seems appropriate also to recognise the 
relevance of the Convention through express reference to it within the Plan and its Commitments. 
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Commitment 7  Strengthen scrutiny of OIA exemption clauses in legislation 

I am particularly heartened to see Commitment 7 within the draft National Action Plan, which 
seeks to strengthen the scrutiny afforded to draft legislative clauses that propose to override the 
disclosure requirements set out in the OIA (and, presumably, also the LGOIMA) (secrecy clauses). 

Commitment 7 refers to a review process taking place over 2023 in this respect. I would expect to 
be consulted further as part of that process.  

The Commitment recognises that there has been, over time, an increasing number of legislative 
clauses which have impacted on  freedom of information regime, some in ways 
that even the government has recognised is detrimental.4 It notes more than 85 secrecy clauses in 
legislation, of which 20 were added since 2019.  

I agree that there needs to be careful scrutiny of future legislative clauses which seek to oust or 
modify the application of the OIA and the LGOIMA. This very concern has prompted me to make a 
number of submissions on related government policy or draft legislation. Recent examples include 
my submissions on the Accessibility for New Zealanders Bill,5 the Data and Statistics Bill,6 and the 
Civil Aviation Bill.7 

My concerns centre on the risk that such secrecy clauses will detrimentally impact the ability of 
New Zealanders to exercise their constitutional and fundamental human rights to seek and 
receive information. The courts have described the right to seek information under the OIA and 
the LGOIMA as a ,8 and an important component of New Z
constitutional matrix .9 The OIA and the LGOIMA are also vehicles by which New Zealanders may 
exercise their fundamental freedom to seek and receive information, as enshrined in section 14 of 
the New Zealand Bill of Rights Act 1990 (NZBORA). It follows that the OIA and the LGOIMA, as 
constitutional measures which reflect fundamental freedoms, should not be curtailed lightly. 

Where it is proposed that Parliament legislates for a specific class of information, or for an 
agency, to be exempt from the application of the OIA or the LGOIMA, there ought to be a 
substantive and principled justification for doing so, and that justification must be weighed 
against the impact it would have on the constitutional and fundamental human rights of New 

4  Andrea Vance of Stuff.co.nz, Gagging the official information act: why new secrecy clauses are a worry, 29 July 
2022, available at: https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/129170465/gagging-the-official-information-act-why-new-
secrecy-clauses-are-a-
worry#:~:text=%E2%80%9CA%20secrecy%20clause%20can%20cover,the%20ones%20in%20the%20OIA.%E2%80%
9D  

5 Social Services and Community Committee submissions, Accessibility for New Zealanders Bill - Office of the 
Ombudsman, available at: https://www.parliament.nz/en/pb/sc/submissions-and-
advice/document/53SCSS_EVI_125643_SS4062/office-of-the-ombudsman  

6 Governance and Administration Committee, Data and Statistics Bill  Chief Ombudsman, available at: 
https://www.parliament.nz/en/pb/sc/submissions-and-advice/document/53SCGA_EVI_116197_GA20878/chief-
ombudsman  

7 Transport and Infrastructure Committee submissions, Civil Aviation Bill  Chief Ombudsman, available at: 
https://www.parliament.nz/en/pb/sc/submissions-and-advice/document/53SCTI_EVI_115765_TI2218/chief-
ombudsman  

8 Commissioner of Police v Ombudsman [1988] 1 NZLR 385 at 391. 
9 Kelsey v Minister of Trade [2015] NZHC 2497, at para 19. 
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Zealanders to seek and receive information. This is particularly relevant where, as in many cases, 
there already appears to be grounds within the OIA and the LGOIMA which are designed to 
protect the interests cited as justification for an exemption or other form of carve-out. 

I note that the draft recognises: 

There are current safeguards in place, which include the legislative process, guidelines 

(MoJ) role, for example, to provide advice on Bills that interface with the OIA. This 
commitment will review existing guidance to identify any gaps in the application of the 
guidance or the guidance itself. It will propose recommendations to strengthen 
guidance and controls around this process. This may include consultation with the 
Office of the Ombudsman. 

In addition, I note that Cabinet Manual currently states: 

Officers of Parliament 

7.42  Officers of Parliament should be consulted in their areas of interest as 
appropriate: for example, the Office of the Ombudsmen over the application of the 
Ombudsmen Act 1975 to a new agency. If proposed legislation would establish a new 
officer of Parliament, the Office of the Clerk should be consulted, following which the 
Minister responsible for the bill should consult the Officers of Parliament Committee (a 
select committee chaired by the Speaker) at an early stage before the legislation is 
developed. 

Regrettably, however, the Ombudsmen have not always been consulted on policies or draft 
legislation which affect the application of the OIA and the LGOIMA. Where consultation has 
occurred, it often has been late in the process, and well after the proposed policy or legislation 
has already taken shape and provisions relating to information access and/or limits on disclosure 
have been crafted.  

I therefore would suggest that steps be taken to ensure the Ombudsmen are consulted as early as 
possible in any policy-shaping or legislation drafting process including secrecy clauses, to ensure 
that any relevant concerns can be identified and addressed at the earliest possible stage. Taking 
this step would afford an appropriate significance to rights which are both fundamental and 
constitutional in nature.  

For the same reasons, I also support a careful review of any and all existing secrecy clauses which 
impact on the application of the OIA or the LGOIMA, to ensure that the fundamental and 
constitutional rights of New Zealanders are not being curtailed unnecessarily and that any 
limitation on these rights is justified and proportionate. This is particularly necessary in 
circumstances where drafters of current and future legislation appear to be increasingly reliant on 
legislative precedent not just as a model for secrecy clauses but as a justification for their very 
existence. 
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Thank you again for the opportunity to comment on the draft Fourth Open Government 
Partnership National Action Plan. 

Yours sincerely 

Peter Boshier 
Chief Ombudsman 
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